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April 12, 2021 
 
To Whom It May Concern:  
 
Sandoval Custom Creations, Inc. (SCCI), and SCCI products are in compliance with the John S. McCain 
National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2019, Section 889, and interim FAR rules:  FAR 
4.2102, FAR 12.301(d)(6), FAR 13.201(j), FAR 52-204.24, FAR 52-204.26, and FAR 52-204.25 
regarding prohibitions regarding certain telecommunications and video surveillance equipment and 
services (telecom). 
 
As of the date of this letter, Sandoval Custom Creations, Inc is the sole source provider of the following 
products:  

• Trans-Cam (under transformer camera housing)  
• Cobra-Cam 
• 360 Splice Boot-Cam 
• RAD Surveillance Platform 
• Multi-use drop car platform. 
• Pedestal-Cam 

 
SCCI’s Pedestal-Cam has a proprietary mounting system that is integrated into the concealment. This 
system is only built by SCCI using SCCI proprietary components. 
 
The Trans-Cam is patented with the United State Patent Office. The Patent number is: 8,482,608 
 
The Cobra-Cam is patented with the United States Patent Office. The Patent Number is 8,382,387 
 
The RAD Surveillance Platform is Patented with the United States Patent Office. The Patent number is 
10,656,502 
 
The 360 Splice Boot-Cam is Patent Pending with the United States Patent Office. The filing number is 
62/002,966. SCCI is the only company with a dual camera splice boot camera that has the ability to live 
stream two cameras at the same time. 
 
SCCI’s Small enclosures including the 14107, 1286, 1066, and 865 are unique to the industry. The metal 
external mounting brackets, interior mounting brackets, magnetic universal camera  
mounting base, flush mount acrylic windows, custom decals, 70% open / 30% closed micro perforation 
window covering, convection and power venting with custom fan mounting brackets and switching, along 
with the mil spec power connectors are purposeful designs by SCCI engineers to meet or exceed the 
industry standards.  
 
DBTB system has a proprietary mounting system that is integrated into the concealment. This system is 
only built by SCCI using SCCI proprietary components. 
 
Security light Cam To the best of SCCI’s knowledge no other company makes a Security light style 
streetlight concealment. SCCI has proprietary and trade secret technology developed for this device. 
 
WiFi access cam: To the best of SCCI’s knowledge no company makes a concealment like SCCI’s WiFi 
access including 70% open 30% closed micro perf, pole mounting system with swivel bracket, custom 
made photo sensor/transformer unit. 
 
Multi use drop car- To the best of SCCI’s knowledge no other company makes a MUDC device like SCCI’s. 
SCCI uses proprietary concealments and design systems. Including the tissue box and Visor cam systems. 
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SCCI’s Leotech Surveillance platform is a proprietary design that only SCCI manufactures and sells. 
 
SCCI’s GE-ERL1 Surveillance platform is a proprietary design that only SCCI manufactures and sells. 

 
SCCI’s Cree SV, AEL LED, and custom fabricated LED streetlight surveillance platforms are a proprietary 
design using 3D printed carbon fiber mounting system with 3D printed light deflector that only SCCI 
manufactures and sells. 
 
SCCI’s ACR (Advanced Central Receive) concealment is unique to the industry. The metal external 
mounting brackets, interior mounting brackets, magnetic universal camera mounting base, and magnetic 
radio mounting base, flush mount acrylic windows, custom decals, 70% open / 30% closed micro 
perforation window covering, power venting with custom rear facing filtered vents with high air flow 
venting system, along with the mil spec power connectors are purposeful designs by SCCI engineers to 
meet or exceed the industry standards.  
 
SCCI Uses a proprietary computer software .bin program to program the Cradlepoint modem to function 
with our IP network scheme and access controls. 
SCCI’s magnetic Camera and Radio universal mounting brackets were developed by SCCI and are unique 
to the industry.      
 
Please feel free to contact us with any additional questions.  
 
Shaun Sandoval 
CEO 
Sandoval Custom Creations, Inc 
Shaun@sccicovert.com 
303-918-3878 
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